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By Ted Kaye

Perhaps the most interesting flag
news from the 2018 Winter
Olympics in PyeongChang was
the return of the Korean Unity
(or Unification) Flag. Despite
tensions, North and South Korea
joined again under a unity flag for
the parade and some events.

www.portlandflag.org

It matters little if a flag’s history is
long or short, its colors bright or pale,
its design simple or complex.
What matters is that where the banner
waves those who live under it dwell in
peace, in liberty, and in justice.
—The New York Times, 8 May 1957

Mason Kaye, in his paper “Maps
on Flags” delivered at ICV 19 in
York in 2001, explained the two
main reasons driving mappy flags:
uniqueness and neutrality. “First,
a map is a unique symbol of a geographic territory that can be used
by any group or organization.
Second, a map is a neutral symbol
that does not carry the bias that
nearly all other symbols might
have.” He cited as an example the
first Olympic use of the Korean
Unity Flag, in Sydney in 2000.

Korean expert Brian M. Reynolds
writes: “By forbearing to march
behind the yin-yang flag at the
opening ceremony of the Olympics, the South Korean athletes are
making a bigger sacrifice than the
North Koreans... [The peninsula]
flag means two very different
things to the two Koreas. In the
South it symbolizes a desire for
peaceful co-existence, or at most
for a unification of equal partners
in the reassuringly remote future.
In wall posters above the DMZ it
has always symbolized the southern
masses’ yearning for ‘autonomous
unification’, meaning absorption by
the North. It’s worrying to think
how inner-track propaganda is certain to misrepresent the South Koreans’ eschewal of their state flag
for this of all symbols—and at this
of all events.”
As in the present/past mappy flags
of Cyprus, Bangladesh, and Cambodia, the Korean Unity Flag may
well serve as a transitional symbol,
showing those it represents—and
the rest of the world—that there
are alternatives for their futures,
anticipating but not predicting how
those might play out.

If you wish to compliment the editor, or to contribute in the future, contact Ted Kaye
at 503-223-4660 or editor@portlandflag.org. If you wish to complain, call your mother.
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March 2018 Flutterings You Need to Know
In our March meeting, hosted by
Patrick Genna, 12 PFA members
enjoyed an evening of flags. Under
the weather, Patrick asked Ted
Kaye to moderate the discussion,
but he first gave away a number of
his recent flag acquisitions.
Encarnación Arroyo, a resident of
Patrick Genna’s community and
previous PFA attendee, described
the flag of her native Philippines.

David Ferriday creates art with clever hidden messages, this one about—
and in the colors of—Portland’s Reed College.
Host Patrick Genna offers the flag of
Haiti to the first bidder.

Drop-in participant Encarnación
Arroyo appreciated the discussion.
April 2018

David Ferriday described his affinity for Reed College’s mascot—the
griffin—the same as his own alma
mater, and exhibited a recent art
work inspired by the colors of
Reed’s flag—red and white.
It contains a hidden message.
Jessie Spillers led a discussion
of the prospect for a flag of the
“United States of Europe”;
members recalled a proposal that
included stripes representing the
colors of all E.U. member flags.

Jessie Spillers displays one of Leo
Gardella’s mystery flags, which
stumped everyone. Readers?
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Leo Gardella brought several flags,
including the Raven Flag of the
Vikings and some mystery flags,
which stumped us all. He has
over 300 flags in his collection and
flies a different one daily at his
home in North Portland, identifying it on a white board for the
edification of passersby.

Leo Gardella breaks out a mystery flag (cowardly Costa Rica?)
as Scott Mainwaring and Fred Paltridge try to guess.

Fred Paltridge anticipates the
St. Patrick’s Day holiday.

The Raven Flag of the Vikings, reputedly the first to fly over North America,
captivates Leo Gardella.

Scott Mainwaring, returned for the
meeting from his new home in Seattle,
shows his idea for a flag for the
summer solstice.

Fred Paltridge elaborated on the
colors-for-months concept he had
introduced at the last meeting, and
changed December to gray and
navy blue (for Pearl Harbor). This
allows all of the months to have
differing main colors, as blue was
already taken.

Scott Mainwaring, inspired by
Fred’s presentation at the last
meeting, created a suite of flags
representing the solstices and
equinoxes (square) and the seasons
(oblong) that fall between them
(see p. 8). He creates his designs
in PowerPoint.
Continued on next page
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Nathaniel Mainwaring shows his
“I don’t know what I’m doing” flag.

Nathaniel Mainwaring created a
flag on his tablet during the meeting and shared it.
Michael Orelove—in uniform
with medals—recounted his military career, starting with his draft
notice, through nuclear weapons
training and service in Oklahoma
1963–65, and ending with the
company flag he “retained” when
discharged from the army.

Michael Orelove shows a flag
recalling his service in the 17th
Ordnance Company. The charge is
a “flaming bomb”—he worked on
nuclear weapons.
April 2018

Ted Kaye unfurls the flag of the city of Neuss, Northrhine-Westphalia, Germany.
The nine balls allude to the Roman name of the city: Novesium (= ninefold).

Ted Kaye had begun the evening
with introductions, sharing a
message from David Koski, and
circulating his recent flag clippings.

Max Liberman commented on
Canadian flag proportions and
their variability by manufacturer.

He ended by displaying several
flags from his “miscellaneous bin”,
including an “unearned” flag (he
hasn’t been there), that of Neuss.

Our next meeting will be at the
residence of Jessie Spillers on 10
May. Jess took the Portland Flag
Association flag home, the customary task of the next host.

Max Liberman explains Canadian flag
proportions.

Henry Mainwaring first attended PFA
meetings at about age 2.
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Roundup

K. A. Getchell shared with the PFA an
interesting new Oregon flag with an
extensive description and an abandoned plan for a public school contest.
This example, which he named
“Discovery” or “The Bi-Axiom” or
“The Fin and Axle”, illustrated a
potential result of a proposed yearlong public school project for changing the Oregon flag. He called it
“FORAY”, “A (better) Flag for
Oregon; Responsible Arts for Youth”.
He had shared the concept with
the media, elected officials, school
districts across the state, and the
Oregon Education Department,
without success.
His Facebook page is
bit.ly/foray-oregon.

Michael Orleove gave a flag presentation to Cub Scout Pack 6 in Troutdale in January and took photos of
the cubs with two widely-flown
American flags.

In Portland’s N.W. Industrial Area,
a corner where homeless often congregate is inexplicably claimed by a
4”x6” flag of the Russian-American
Company.

Rose Kaye and her father, Mason,
wave the U.S. flag at the January 2018
Women’s March in Los Angeles.

An item in the Cantor Center for the
Visual Arts at Stanford University:
Small United States Flag, 19th century,
Artist Unknown, Fabric and beads,
Stanford Family Collections,
JLS.17874.

Cub Scouts in Troutdale’s Pack 6 pose with one of Michael Orelove’s flags.
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Flags in Ireland: A Field Report, Installment 2
By Ted Kaye

After ICV 27 in London in August
2017 I had the opportunity to tour
Ireland. Flag use there is so prevalent that this report must occur in
installments—this one focuses on
flags in the Republic of Ireland.
Beyond the ubiquitous sport—
and by extension—county flags,
the Irish fly a broad range of other
flags, singly but often in groups.
They bring vibrant color and
symbolism to the country even
when the days are damp or dreary.

Many establishments in the Temple Bar district of Dublin display large numbers
of national, provincial, sport, and historical flags.

The luggage carousel at Dublin’s
airport welcomes visitors with a flag
warning about driving on the left.

The Blue Flag of the Foundation for
Environmental Education flies on the
Aran Islands.

Banners in Galway celebrate the
14 founding families of the 1500s.
April 2018

A Kinsale grocery store salutes the
national origin of its produce.

Flags fly above Scoil Iognáid Rís
(Dingle Boys School).

The flag of the Royal National
Lifeboat Institution flies even in the
Republic—here in Kinsale.
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In case the symbolism weren’t clear...
A night-time display of international
flags in Galway may be sport-related.

A volunteer in a Catholic church in
Dingle posts the Vatican flag.

Irish flag soap is sold on Inishmore.

Galway uses banners to promote civic
events and tourism standards.

A Dublin restaurant flies Irish, U.S.,
E.U., and county flags.

A vertical flag of the City of Dublin
(combining the three towers and the
Irish harp) flies at O’Connell Bridge
(along with an E.U. flag, not shown).

Flags are often flown in groups, such
as in (top to bottom) Galway, Dingle
(at a hotel owned by a Californian),
and Kinsale (in the harbor).

An Indian restaurant in Westport flies
two orange-white-green flags.
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Flags for All Seasons, Take 2
By Scott Mainwaring

Ten years ago in VT#17 I published a set of nine flag designs
to symbolize the seasons (flags
for spring, summer, winter, and
autumn; the two solstices; the two
equinoxes; and a flag for the four
seasons together). Reminded by
Fred Paltridge’s proposals at the
January meeting for bicolor flags to
represent the 12 months, I decided
to revisit my seasons project and
try again—not being satisfied with
my earlier experiments.
I kept the idea that the set of
designs should reference each
other to form a circle, and to rely
on colors to symbolize the seasons
themselves (green for spring, red
for summer, orange for autumn,
and blue for winter). This time
I used a prominent sun emblem
on all the flags to call attention to
how the seasons are fundamentally
about how our planet’s relationship
to the sun changes over the course
of a year. And to distinguish the
equinoxes and solstices (landmark
days signaling the beginnings of

The flags of the seasons form a circle for the entire year’s cycle.

seasons) from the seasons themselves, I used square flags for the
first, rectangular flags for the
second.
The sun symbol (for which in this
rough draft of these flags I just
used the default “sun” shape
provided in PowerPoint) changes
across the seasons: a full symbol
for the summer solstice, the
longest day of the year; counterchanged half symbols for the

Summer Solstice (red).

equinoxes; and a symbol missing
the central disk itself for the winter
solstice, the shortest day of the
year. Each season flag consists
of the equinox/solstice flag for its
beginning at the hoist, and in the
fly, an expanding fimbriated triangle of the succeeding season’s
color (representing what will
increasingly dominate as the season
progresses).
Spring (green) anticipates Summer (red).
April 2018

Continued on next page
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Summer (red) anticipates Autumn (orange).

Autumnal Equinox (half-orange).

Autumn (orange) anticipates Winter (blue).

Winter Solstice (blue).

Winter (blue) anticipates Spring (green).

Vernal Equinox (half-green).

For the central “four seasons” flag
I simply placed a full sun symbol
on a quartered field showing the
progression of season colors.
Overall, I’m happier with this
draft, which I think has some

visual interest in addition to a color
logic.
For next steps, I plan to fiddle with
the color palette and sun symbol,
perhaps incorporate a design element with an angle of 23.5° (the

tilt of the earth’s axis relative to the
plane of its orbit around the sun),
and to consider how these might
inspire 12 flags representing the
months (with month designations
needing to change across northern
and southern hemispheres).
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Flags along I-5 in Oregon
By Michael Orelove

Kathleen and I recently took a
two-day trip down Interstate 5
to see family in southern Oregon.
Our first stop was Albany.
The community of Albany has
restored a 1909 carousel and
volunteers are carving new
animals. We went for a ride on
the carousel. In addition to horses
the carousel is a menagerie of
exotic animals including a peacock,
seahorse, lion, bison, salmon, dog,
rooster, elephant, cat, frog, whale,
giraffe, unicorn, and many more.
One of the animals is a white
stallion named “Lightning”, decorated with an image of George
Washington and flags.

A carousel flag in Albany, Oregon.

Albany’s new flag flies at City Hall.

We went to City Hall and saw the
new Albany city flag flying with
the U.S. and Oregon flags
(VT#60). The flag was designed
by students at West Albany High
School who are members of the
Greater Unified Albany Vexillological Association (GUAVA).
We then continued south to
Sutherlin, which calls itself the
City of Flags (VT#68).
Sutherlin is making a Flag Walk
which, when completed, will have
28 flag monuments, one for each
version of the American flag from
1777 to today.
One of the flag monuments
displays a 50-star flag and the
Pledge of Allegiance in Braille.
Sutherlin, Oregon’s new Flag Walk includes a “Tactile Braille” American flag
(see VT #39).
April 2018
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What’s that Flag?

What Was that Flag? Answers to the last quiz

By John Cartledge

By Bill Neckrock

Can you identify the flags of these
nine nations and the theme that
united them? (The sequence is
important.)

The common thread: “Baaa”—
These flags all incorporate sheep in
their imagery (wool is important in
each economy).

Answers in the next issue…

Kudos to solvers Tony Burton, John
Cartledge, Nikita Dudko.

Falkland Islands

L’Albagés, Catalonia, Spain
Finistère, Brittany, France

Melbourne, Australia (1940–1970)

Gotland, Sweden

Meise, Brabant, Belgium

Boazum, Friesland, The Netherlands
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Portland Flag Miscellany

Portlanders do fly flags other than the
city’s banner! A house in the
Hawthorne District displays the
“In Our America” flag, based on a
poster created in Portland and widely
exhibited here (see VT #62).
Ted Kaye helped the organization
behind it, “Nasty Women Get Stuff
Done” (one can substitute a coarser
“S” word), order the flags soon after
the November 2016 election.

Web-based shop officialflaghat.com
offers high-quality hats ($28) featuring
elements from the flags of Arizona,
California, Canada, Chicago, Colorado, Indianapolis, Israel, New Mexico,
South Carolina, St. Louis, Tennessee,
Texas, Washington D.C., and…
Portland!
What do the flags of these countries,
states, and cities have in common?
A great design, of course.
The product blurbs often quote the
2001 and 2004 NAVA flag surveys.

Another house in the Hawthorne
District flies the flag of Cascadia—
the three-state/province bioregion of
the Pacific Northwest (Oregon,
Washington, British Columbia).
Portlander Alexander Baretich
designed the flag, a horizontal tribar
of dark blue-white-green with a black
(or dark green) Douglas fir; regionalists and soccer fans have embraced it
(see VT #36).

May Meeting
The next meeting of the Portland
Flag Association will be at 7 p.m.,
Thursday, May 10, 2018, at the
home of Jessie Spillers (Legends),
1132 S.W. 19th Ave., Portland,
OR 97205. You can take MAX.
See the map at right.
We look forward to seeing those
of you who have missed recent
meetings and engaging in provocative flag-related discussion.
Newcomers are welcome!
If you can’t get to the meeting,
perhaps you can give the editor
something to share with readers.
April 2018

The Vexilloid Tabloid , founded in 1999 by the late John Hood, is published bi-monthly by and for
the Portland Flag Association—Portland, Oregon, U.S.A. Find back issues at www.portlandflag.org.

